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Einleitung

AIR Dimensions
It is official – bigger is better!
What is showering all about? Firstly it is about getting wet. The logical conclusion:
the bigger the shower head, the greater the shower pleasure. Thus the Raindance
idea was born – expansive spray discs for expansive shower rain. The same
amount of water is distributed more efficiently and the body more completely
“enrobed”. Raindance bursts all dimensions, not only with hand showers, but also
with overhead showers – right up to the impressive Rainmaker, which establishes
a completely new category of showers. The concealed thermostat is adjusted to
the increased through-flow of the Raindance AIR overhead showers and provides
optimal interaction between the shower functions and the fitting.

Raindance AIR overhead showers are big
and round. They are designed to accord
with natural human motion, because we’re
always moving, even in the shower. Since we
describe a circle when we turn around our
own axis, Hansgrohe has developed the AIR
overhead showers in the shape of a circle.
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Raindance AIR Ø 180 mm

180 mm

Raindance AIR Ø 240 mm

240 mm

Raindance AIR Ø 300 mm

300 mm

Raindance Royale AIR Ø 350 mm

350 mm

Raindance Rainmaker AIR Ø 600 mm

600 mm
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Einleitung

AIR Technology
Water + Air = natural rain
Hansgrohe’s innovative AIR technology was
modelled on natural rain. Water can simulate rain
only when, just as in nature, it falls in a rotating
motion, taking in plenty of air as it flows. This natural
AIR principle is the basis of Raindance overhead
showers: air is drawn into the shower head and
mixed with the water in a 3:1 ratio. The air bubbles
in the shower head interrupt the thread-like shower
spray, creating millions of large pearly droplets and
providing the sound of natural rainfall.

Normal shower spray without AIR

Soft shower rain drops with AIR

“Powered by AIR”: mixing air with water means the water is used
more efficiently, counteracting the higher water consumption of
bigger shower heads. The Raindance AIR 180 overhead shower
reduces water consumption by about 10 % and improves the quality
of the spray jet. The water volume seems much greater than with
conventional shower technology.
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Einleitung

AIR Spray modes
Rain AIR and Whirl AIR
Water is multi-faceted. It can caress and pamper,
but also massage and refresh. The innovative AIR
technology makes the most of this diversity in new,
different spray modes. With Rain AIR, the softly
flowing water becomes even gentler; the voluminous
drops of air make it seem even softer. The simple
act of showering becomes a moisturising skin care
treatment. Whirl AIR is quite different. Here, the air
accelerates the jets of water for an intense massage
experience – millions of tiny impulses filling your
body with new energy.

Rain AIR
Air is drawn over the whole shower head
and mixed with the inflowing water, one
litre of water combining with around three
litres of air. The drops of water become
larger, lighter and softer and the result is
like a natural rain shower.
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Whirl AIR
Here, too, water is mixed with air. In a very
small space, the air is compressed and the
out-flowing massage jet accelerated. The
result is a very powerful, intense massage.
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Raindance Rainmaker
Shower fun in new dimensions
®

®

The new Raindance Rainmaker exceeds all previous showering possibilities.
Voluminous streams, water, air, light and space. With an incredible 600 mm
diameter, even the Rainmaker’s outward appearance hints that it is no
“normal” overhead shower, but rather a multi-functional shower system unlike
any other. Installed in a suspended ceiling and, despite its size, discreet in
design, the Rainmaker becomes an attractive architectural room feature. Once
in action, there is no holding back: streams of water, mixed with plenty of air.
Everyday life dissolves. Life and vitality return. At last, space for body and
soul.
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Raindance® Rainmaker® AIR 600 mm

Functions and operation
The Rainmaker is a multi-purpose overhead shower, with optional 80 W lighting,
and three different functions which can be activated individually: overhead shower
(1. Rain AIR), full body shower (3. Rain AIR XXL) and massage jets (5. Whirl AIR) –
all with the innovative AIR function. For perfect spray performance and temperature
control, the Rainmaker package includes a matching concealed thermostat with
increased flow capacity. We recommend both the Quattro diverter valve for the fast
and easy adjustment of all three spray modes and mixed sprays via one central unit,
and the shut-off valve for regulating the water flow.
1. Rain AIR
soft rain shower
Ø 300 mm

Operation
Quattro Diverter Valve

6. Mix
spray massage
is added

2. Mix
outer surface
is added

5. Whirl AIR
rotating massage
jets

3. Rain AIR XXL
full surface
shower rain
Ø 600 mm
4. Mix
spray massage
is added

1.

2.*

3.

4.

5.

6.

* Spray in Figure 2 has a higher flow rate than in Figure 3.
12

3.

1.

5.
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Raindance® Rainmaker® AIR 600 mm

Planning and installation instructions
Ceiling construction

Sanitary installation

Waste Technology

1. Suspended ceiling
To install the Rainmaker, you need to install
a suspended ceiling (made of plaster
board for example) yielding a gap of
at least 6 cm. Stretched ceilings are an
ideal alternative to plaster board sheets
(see Installation of plaster board sheets,
Installation with stretched ceilings).
The Rainmaker cannot be incorporated
into concrete framework and sealed
afterwards. To install the housing in a
plaster board ceiling, a circular opening
of 590 mm is recommended, leaving a
5.5 mm overhang. It is possible to install
the Rainmaker flush with the ceiling,
leaving a circular seam of 7 mm to allow
for the installation of cover sheets on the
sides.
The Rainmaker’s own weight, without
water, is around 12 kg.

3. Hot water supply
The capacity of the shower set-up must
be individually established according to
personal shower preferences, frequency of
usage and the number of desired shower
functions. Operating pressure at the
thermostat: max. 1 Mpa. Recommended
operating pressure: 3 bar pressure.
Hot water temperature: max. 60 °C.
Recommendation for the storage tank: the
storage tank should hold at least 300 litres.
Note: This product cannot be used in
combination with continuous flow water
heaters. Large differences in pressure between
the cold and hot water outlets have to be
balanced.

9. Drain
Floor drain (without shower tray)
DN70 drain pipe
Drain for shower tray:
Raindrain 90 XXL
Drain capacity 51 l/min (15 mm damming
height), complies with DIN1247 1-3.

Caution: Not suitable for direct
installation in open spaces adjacent to
flammable surfaces.
2. Basic set/Installation instructions
The basic set needs to be ordered in
advance and is designed as an installation
aid. It doesn’t contain any expensive
components and can therefore be installed
during the early phases of construction.
The basic set is required to install the
actual finish set. It comprises mainly a
polystyrene housing with a spray disc
template to enable exact positioning of
the Rainmaker in the room and fixing of
the three connecting hoses. Thanks to
the supplied plugs, it is possible to do
a pressure test at this early stage. All
attachment screws for the basic and finish
set are also included. Before the final
installation, the polystyrene finish set
dummy is broken up and removed.

4. Supply lines
ibox universal: 2 x ¾" (hot/cold)
Rainmaker: 3 x ½" (mixed water)
5. Concealed thermostat
on ibox universal base
# 15715, -000 concealed thermostat with
increased flow capacity and cylindrical
handle included in delivery.
Flow rate 58 l/min at 3 bar.
# 01800180 ibox universal not included
in delivery!
Further options for finish sets (see Product
Overview Basic and Finish Sets) and custommade surfaces are available on request.
6. Shut-off valves ¾"
with cylindrical handle
Not included in delivery!
# 15970180 Basic Set ¾" (spindle) for
concealed installation,
# 15972, -000 Finish Set Shut-off valve
Flow rate 130 l/min at free through-flow.
7. Quattro Diverter Valve ¾"
with cylindrical handle
Not included in delivery!
For the easy operation of all three functions:
# 15930180 Basic Set ¾" with ceramic
discs for concealed installation
# 15932, -000 Quattro diverter valve
Flow rate 65 l/min at free through-flow.
8. Shut-off Valve ½"
with cylindrical handle
Shut-off valve for hand shower
# 15973180 Basic Set ½" (ceramic)
for concealed installation
# 15972, -000 Finish Set shut-off valve

Raindrain 90 XXL Complete Set
# 60067, -000
Attention: The drain capacity must be
greater than 50 l/min.

Electrical installation
10. Feed line
2 x 1,5 mm
Electrical junction box included in the basic set.
Note: Make sure ducting is laid for the
power supply (lighting). Equipotential
bonding is not required.
Caution: Connection of electricity must
be carried out by an electrician!
Preinstall power supply 230V/N/PE/50Hz
(length 0.3 m).
Protection must be provided via a residual
current-operated protective device (RCD/FI)
with a maximum residual operating current
of 30 mA.
11. Light switch
Must be installed outside the shower area
or connected with the ceiling light (outside
protection area 2 according to WRC
regulations.
12. Transformer
Secondary output voltage 12V/35–80 VA,
dimensions 110 mm x 21 mm x 45 mm.

N
L
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2.
1.

12.

4.

7.

6.
10.
11.

5.

8.

4.

3.

9.
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Raindance® Rainmaker® AIR 600 mm

Flow rate and drain capacity
Function is guaranteed from • onwards

Rain AIR

2

Rain AIR XXL

3

Whirl AIR

4

Hand shower

5

Side showers

bar

1

MPa

Rainmaker

1+3 Rain AIR + Whirl AIR
2+3 Rain AIR XXL + Whirl AIR

Q = l/min

Installation examples
Optimal shower function can only
be achieved in combination with the
Hansgrohe Highflow thermostat.
The required drain capacity must be
calculated on the basis of the given flow
rates of the individual shower functions.

Quattro
38933000
+ 15930180

Raindance Rainmaker
1 = Rain AIR
2 = Rain AIR XXL
3 = Whirl AIR
1+3 = Rain AIR + Whirl AIR
2+3 = Rain AIR XXL + Whirl AIR

Highﬂ ow
15715000
+ 01800180

x = centre of the shower tray

>50 l/min

Raindrain
60067000

Ø 70

e.g. Raindrain 90 XXL (drain capacity 51 l/min)
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Concealed
valve
38976000
+ 15970180

(combined ﬂow rates)

(combined ﬂow rates)

Q = l/min

bar

bar

MPa

Rainmaker + 6 Side showers

MPa

Rainmaker + Hand shower

Q = l/min

Raindance
Unica Set
27870000

Quattro
38933000
+ 15930180

Quattro
38933000
+ 15930180 Concealed
valve
38976000
+ 15970180

Concealed
valve
38976000
+ 15970180
Highﬂ ow
15715000
+01800180
Concealed
valve
38976000
+ 15970180

Highﬂ ow
15715000
+ 01800180
Triostop
38933000
+ 15981180

>50 l/min

Raindrain
60067000

Ø 70

e.g. Raindrain 90 XXL (drain capacity 51 l/min)

>50 l/min

Raindrain
60067000

Ø 70

e.g. Raindrain 90 XXL (drain capacity 51 l/min)
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Raindance® Rainmaker® AIR 600 mm

Product description and technical data
Rainmaker Basic set
# 28412180
Contents:
1 x polystyrene housing with template
1 x electrical junction box
with connection accessories
2 x connecting hoses 800 mm, ½"
(1 straight connection, 1 elbow connection)
1 x connecting hose, 800 mm, ½"
(2 straight connections)
Mounting material
(included in basic set)
The included plugs are suitable for concrete
ceilings. For other building materials
suitable mounting elements must be used.
4 x washers
4 x stainless steel nuts M 8
4 x plastic plugs Ø 10 mm
4 x hanger bolts M 8 x 100 mm
(for installation heights > 10 cm longer
hanger bolts will need to be purchased
separately)
4 x stainless steel screws
4 x plastic plugs
4 x washers Ø 6 x 22 mm
1 x belt strap (for secure installation)
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DN15
(½")

Finish set Raindance Rainmaker
without lighting
# 28403, -000
Content:
Concealed high-flow thermostat on ibox
universal base
# 15715, -000
Pre-assembled overhead shower system
with three available functions:
1) central overhead shower 264 x 282 mm
2) full body shower 528 x 282 mm
3) massage jets 264 mm
358 jet elliptical spray disc with the proven
elastic silicon nipple based Rubit de-scaling
function. Same look as # 28404, -000 but
without glass light elements.
Raindance Rainmaker Finish set with lighting
# 28404, -000
Construction and function as # 28403, -000
in addition 4 x 20 halogen lamps, type
50020 Osram Ministar, transformer with
secondary output voltage 12 V/20–105VA,
134 mm x 21 mm x 30 mm, concealed
high-flow thermostat on ibox universal base
# 15715, -000
Raindance Rainmaker housing
For clearer presentation of the details
the housing is here shown in grey; in the
original it is black.
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Raindance® Rainmaker® AIR 600 mm

Installation with plaster board sheets
For the installation of the Rainmaker it is necessary to construct a
suspended ceiling. Plaster board sheets are ideal for this purpose.
The Rainmaker basic set is designed as an installation aid and can
be mounted in the early phases of construction. It consists primarily
of a polystyrene housing with a spray disc template for the exact
positioning of the Rainmaker in the ceiling and for fixing the three
contained connecting hoses. After the hoses have been connected
and checked for water tightness, the prefabricated plaster board
sheet can be mounted. Next the finish set is installed, preferably
by two persons. A detailed installation manual is included with the
Rainmaker and can also be downloaded on www.hansgrohe.co.uk.
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1. Position the polystyrene basic
set for installation and mark the
drilling holes.

2. Position the screws and seal
the drill holes.

7. Break up and remove the
polystyrene block to provide
access to the supply line.

8. Completely break off the
circular polystyrene edge
towards the inside.

13. Loosen the screws and
remove the crescent-shaped
covers.

14. Attach the belt strap.
Connect the lighting to the
transformer. Check to ensure
the Rainmaker is functioning.

3. Insert the pipes into the
housing and then mount it
onto the ceiling.

4. Check the positioning of the
housing and screw it tight.

5. Connect the pipes and check
to see if they are tight.

6. Cut along the sides of the
polystyrene block with a utility
knife.

9. Cut the housing open in the
centre with a utility knife.

10. Remove all remaining parts
of the polystyrene housing.

11. Remove the plastic plugs
from the supply pipes.

12. Wire the included
transformer tightly into the
concealed box mounted at the
beginning of the installation.

15. Connect the pipes to the
Rainmaker. Make sure that
all pipes are joined with the
marked connections in line.

16. Insert the Rainmaker into the
ceiling and fix it with washer
and nut.

17. Attach crescent-shaped
cover and fix with screws.

18. Check to ensure the
Rainmaker is functioning.
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Raindance® Rainmaker® AIR 600 mm

Installation with stretched ceilings
Stretched ceilings are also suitable for the installation of the Rainmaker, because they offer
new and individual possibilities for the lighting and the ceiling. The Rainmaker is built into
the selected stretched ceiling with a specially developed strengthening ring. The ceiling
is inserted into the profiles and then stretched with heat. Even extreme differences in
temperature or moisture won’t cause any cracks or crevices. Its antistatic property makes
cleaning unnecessary, because lint and dust are not attracted to it. Stretched ceilings are
available in many different colours and surfaces.
For instance, the innovative stretched ceiling system “Mondian“ from Ciling can be fitted in
nearly any room, adapts to different structures and is also ideal for hiding existing ceilings.
What sort of ceiling would you like? Angled, round or corrugated? Anything is possible: the
flexible material plus the wall and ceiling profiles which can be mounted to be either visible
or concealed allow countless installation options. Another advantage is that the ceiling
can be partly detached at any time in order to revise the construction. Please contact the
manufacturer for further information.

This is how the custom-made stretched ceiling
is delivered to you. It is made of extremely
robust high-capacity foil (flame resistant to
DIN 4102)

1. Position and fix the basic set, then position
the screws and insert the pipes.

5. Use all the drill holes in the profile to
screw them onto the wall or the ceiling.
Then either attach a protection edge all
the way around or mask the edge.

e.g. ceiling rail for visible installation

9. Insert the surrounding weatherstrip in
segments of 20 cm, working the stripping from
alternating sides with an installation spatula.
The ceiling can be removed in the same way.
e.g. wall rail for concealed installation

This strengthening ring is glued onto
the ceiling and prevents the foil from
cracking. Different lamps can be installed
in the same way. Order directly
from Ciling Deckenvertrieb GmbH,
www.ciling.de/en, product number 53000.
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13. Check the adhesion and remove the
provisional fixing of the connection pipes.

2. Attach the supply pipes to the ceiling with
perforated tape to prevent the pipes from
lying on the stretched foil.

3. Remove polystyrene housing and make
sure that the pipes don’t sag extensively.

4. Cut profiles to fit (20 mm shorter than
width of span) and trim the edges.

6. Use a fan heater to preheat the room to
about 45°C. Insert the stretched ceiling with
the starting mark into the first corner using an
installation clip and a special spatula.

7. Insert the opposite end of the stretched
ceiling into the profile and then continue
with the other corners.

8. Mounted ceiling – all corners are
inserted. Smaller irregularities can now
be removed with a hot-air fan.

10. Find the position of the four hanger bolts
by pushing up the foil and mark them. Then
push through the foil, allowing the hanger
bolts to come through.

11. Check the position of the installation
ring on the hanger bolts. Then spread glue
onto the ring and place it over the bolts on
the ceiling.

12. Remove the four place holders for the
hanger bolts with an edge cutter and cut
along the inner edge of the installation ring.

14. Please refer to the installation manual
for all further steps. Make sure to place the
Rainmaker in the correct position on the
installation ring and screw it tight.

Further information:
CILING Deckenvertrieb GmbH
Opelstraße 11, 68789 St. Leon-Rot
Tel. +49 - 62 27/86 11 0
Fax +49 - 62 27/500 40
E-Mail info@ciling.de
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Raindance Rainfall
Experience the natural power of water.
®

®

The Rainfall is a special experience – in many ways. As the first horizontal rain
panel, it captures attention with a completely new look. The flat board, installed
flush with the wall, projects well into the room. The result is a completely new
shower sensation, where extensive freedom of movement is possible in all three
spray modes. The 240 mm overhead shower with AIR function provides you with
an extravagantly wide rain shower; the Whirl function gives you an invigorating
massage through four outlets with rotating jets. The exceptionally wide Rainflow
flood jet emerges from the shower panel just like a waterfall. Experience Shower
Fun XXL in a completely new way.

24
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Raindance® Rainfall®

Functions and operation
The Rainfall is a horizontal overhead shower panel with three different
functions which can be activated individually from the wall: overhead shower
(1. Rain AIR), massage jet (2. Whirl) and flood jet (3. Rainflow). All spray
modes are directed towards the centre of the room, allowing abundant water
contact and scope of movement. When activating the massage shower, the
Whirl jets swivel forward directing water towards the body. For perfect spray
performance and temperature control, we recommend the matching concealed
thermostat with increased flow capacity. Ideal in combination with the Quattro
diverter valve and shut-off valve.

1. Rain AIR
Soft shower
rain

Operation
Quattro Diverter Valve

3. Rainflow
Wide flood
jet

1. Rain AIR
240 mm overhead shower with AIR function

26

2. Whirl
Rotating massage
jets

2. Whirl
4 nozzles with rotating massage jets

3. Rainflow
Like under a waterfall

1.

2.

3.
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Raindance® Rainfall®

Planning and installation instructions
Wall mounting

Plumbing installation

1. ibox universal as a basic set
The versatile ibox universal concealed
installation unit is also used with the
overhead shower, facilitating the rapid
and professional installation of the
Raindance Rainfall.
Considering the exceptional length and
weight of this overhead shower, the ibox
universal ensures that the Raindance
Rainfall is securely mounted and sits
perfectly on the wall (product not included
in delivery).

2. Warmwasserversorgung
The dimensions of the shower set-up must
be individually established according to
personal shower preferences, frequency of
usage and the number of desired shower
functions. Operating pressure at the
thermostat: max. 1 MPa. Recommended
operating pressure: 3 bar pressure.
Hot water temperature: max. 60°C.
Recommendation: the storage tank should
hold at least 300 litres.
Note: This product cannot be used in
combination with continuous flow water
heaters. Large differences in pressure
between the cold and hot water outlets
must be balanced.

Attention: The net weight of the shower
without water is 12 kg. Please ensure
sufficient wall reinforcement at point of
installation!
To direct the water coming from the three
½" feed pipes to the three shower functions,
a distributor is needed at the shower –
sitting directly on the ibox universal. This
solid brass function block integrates the
three brass pipes which ensure the stable
mounting of the shower.
Another brass pipe is screwed into the
fourth (upwards-pointing) opening of the
ibox and attached to the wall with an
ordinary pipe clamp, providing additional
stability. The middle feed pipe is also
secured with a clamp.
The pre-assembled overhead shower panel,
including the pre-attached wall escutcheon,
is slid over the three shower arms and
screwed on at the sides. Finished!
Attention: The shower has to be
installed, rinsed and checked in compliance
with the applicable regulations in order to
guarantee proper shower function!

+
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3. Feed pipes
ibox universal: 2 x ¾" (hot/cold)
Rainfall: 3 x ½" (mixed water)
4. Concealed thermostat
on ibox universal base
# 15715, -000 concealed thermostat with
increased flow capacity and cylindrical
handle included in delivery.
Flow rate 58 l/min at 3 bar.
# 01800180 ibox universal not included in
delivery!
Further options for finish sets (see Product
Overview Basic and Finish Sets) and
custom-made surfaces are available on
request.
5. Shut-off valves ¾"
with cylindrical handle
Not included in delivery!
# 15970180 Basic Set ¾" (spindle) for
concealed installation,
# 15972, -000 Finish Set Shut-off valve
Flow rate 130 l/min at free through-flow.

+

6. Quattro Diverter Valve ¾"
with cylindrical handle
Not included in delivery!
For the easy operation of all three functions:
# 15930180 Basic Set ¾" with ceramic
discs for concealed installation
# 15932, -000 Quattro diverter valve
Flow rate 65 l/min at free through-flow.
7. Shut-off valve ½"
with cylindrical handle
Shut-off valve for hand shower
# 15973180 Basic Set ½"
(ceramic) for concealed installation
# 15972, -000 Finish Set shut-off valve

Waste technology
8. Drain
Floor drain (without shower tray):
DN70 drain pipe
Drain for shower tray:
Raindrain 90 XXL
Drain capacity 51 l/min (damming height
15 mm) complies with DIN1247 1-3.

Raindrain 90 XXL Complete Set
# 60067, -000
Attention: The drain capacity must be
greater than 50 l/min.

1.

6.

5.

4.

7.

3.

2.
8.
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Raindance® Rainfall®

Flow rate and drain capacity
Function is guaranteed from • onwards

Rain AIR

2

Whirl

3

Rainflow

4

Hand shower

5

Side showers

MPa

1

Flow pressure in bar

Rainfall ®

1+2 Rain AIR + Rainflow
1+4 Rain AIR + Hand shower
1+5 Rain AIR + Side showers

Q = l/min
Q = l/sec

Installation examples
For mounting the Rainfall,
wall reinforcement is
necessary.

Optimal shower function can only
be achieved in combination with the
Hansgrohe Highflow thermostat.
The required drain capacity must be
calculated on the basis of the given flow
rates of the individual shower functions.

Rai
n

Rai
n

ﬂow

Wh

irl

Quattro
38933000
+ 15930180
Concealed
valve
38976000
+ 15970180

Raindance Rainfall
1 = Rain
2 = Whirl
3 = Rainflow

Highﬂ ow
15715000
+ 01800180

x = centre of the shower tray
>50 l/min

Raindrain
60067000

Ø 70

e.g. Raindrain 90 XXL (drain capacity 51 l/min)
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(combined flow rates)

(combined flow rates)

MPa

MPa

Flow pressure in bar

Rainfall ® + 6 Side showers

Flow pressure in bar

Rainfall ® + Hand shower

Q = l/min
Q = l/sec

Q = l/min
Q = l/sec

For mounting the Rainfall,
wall reinforcement is
necessary.

Rai
n

Rai
n
Quattro
38933000
+ 15930180

For mounting the Rainfall,
wall reinforcement is
necessary.

ﬂow

Trio-Stop
38933000
+ 15980180

Rai
n

Rai
n

ﬂow

Wh

irl

Quattro
38933000
+ 15930180
Concealed
valve
38976000
+ 15970180

Raindance Air
28477000

Wh

irl

Highﬂ ow
15715000
+ 01800180

Highﬂ ow
15715000
+ 01800180

Trio-Stop
38933000
+ 15980180

>50 l/min

Raindrain
60067000

>50 l/min

Ø 70

e.g. Raindrain 90 XXL (drain capacity 51 l/min)

Raindrain
60067000

Ø 70

e.g. Raindrain 90 XXL (drain capacity 51 l/min)
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Raindance® Rainfall®

Product description and technical data

Raindance Rainfall Overhead Shower
# 28411000
Includes:
Pre-assembled overhead shower panel
with three shower functions for wall
mounting
1 x Raindance Rainfall overhead shower
Including wall escutcheon
1 x Function block with 3 shower arms
(for mounting on the ibox universal)
– chromed brass housing and spray disc
– chromed metal wall escutcheon
3 spray modes:
1) Rain AIR:
Large overhead shower 240 mm
2) Whirl:
4 nozzles with rotating massage jets
3) Rainflow:
Wide flood jet with a lot of water
240 mm Raindance overhead shower
with AIR function for soft, voluminous rain
drops and tried-and-tested Rubit cleaning
function.
Four swivel nozzles with nine massage jets
each. When activated, the nozzles swivel
forward towards the body for optimal
jet positioning, returning to their original
position when de-activated.
Wide flood jet (hot or cold water) with
high flow capacity for a completely new,
natural shower experience.
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Installation

Spray projection
In your planning, please consider the size
and layout of the shower cabin and the
spray angles of the individual spray modes.

Rain
Installation Instructions:
1
Whirl

* Silicone (without acetic acid)
2
on
*Silik

Rainflow

3

4
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Raindance Royale AIR
Timeless elegance paired with perfect workmanship
®

Puristic in design, discerning in materials and fascinating in its functions. With a
diameter of 350 mm the Raindance Royale promises a royal shower feast, enrobing
your body with significantly more water than a normal plate overhead shower. It is
not for nothing that the ultra-flat Raindance Royale is top of the class when it comes
to room-mounted overhead showers. The extra-long shower arm makes sure that
the voluminous shower rain, enriched with air has a generous space. The ¾" piping
and matching concealed thermostat ensure that the high through-flow rate is always
provided.

34
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Raindance® Royale AIR 350 mm

Flow rate and drain capacity
Function is guaranteed from • onwards
1

Overhead shower

2

Hand shower

1+2

Q = l/min

bar

1

MPa

Raindance® Royale + Hand shower

bar

MPa

Raindance® Royale

Overhead shower and Hand shower

Q = l/min

Installation examples

Shower arm
27410000

Shower arm
27410000

Raindance
Unica Set
27870000

Concealed valve
38976000
+ 15970180

Concealed valve
38976000
+ 15970180

ibox universal
01800180

ibox universal
01800180
Concealed valve
38976000
+ 15970180

>50 l/min

Raindrain
60067000

Ø 70

e.g. Raindrain 90 XXL (drain capacity 51 l/min)
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>50 l/min

Raindrain
60067000

Ø 70

e.g. Raindrain 90 XXL (drain capacity 51 l/min)

Technical data

Raindance Royale AIR Overhead shower
# 28420, -000
Overhead shower Ø 350 mm with ball
joint, ¾" connection thread, solid spray
disc and decorative ring (chromed brass),
decorative ring 20 mm with 6 Allen screws,
spray surface 300 mm with Rubit de-scaling
function, weight 6.8 kg.
Ceiling connector
# 27418, -000
Chromed brass pipe ¾", 100 mm long,
¾" double-sided connection thread, diameter
28 mm, mounting plate including screws,
screw rosette Ø 92 mm chromed brass.

# 28420, -000

# 27418, -000

Shower arm
# 27410, -000
Shower arm with chromed brass pipe ¾",
470 mm projection, diameter 30 mm,
¾" double-sided connection thread,
mounting plate including screws, chromed
brass screw rosette Ø 92 mm.
Concealed high-flow thermostat
# 15715, -000
Finish set on ibox universal base,
cylindrical handle with chromed housing,
chromed rosette Ø 170 mm.
Through-flow capacity 58 l/min at 3 bar.

# 27410, -000

Concealed thermostat set
# 27070, -000
Contents: product packet consisting of
concealed high-flow thermostat
# 15715, -000 and Raindance Royale AIR
Overhead shower # 28420, -000 (without
arm).
Attention: When the shower is operating,
its weight together with the shower arm
is about 10 kg. Therefore only mounting
material suitable for the construction of
the wall should be used. The screws and
plugs provided, are suitable only for solid
brickwork. Wall reinforcement is required to
mount the shower arm.
Note: An additional grub screw at the swivel
joint secures the overhead shower against
accidental working loose.

# 15715, -000
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Raindance AIR Plate Overhead Shower
All good comes from above
®

In the beginning there was the Raindance plate overhead shower with a
diameter of 180 mm. It was large and flat, made entirely of metal, with a
characteristic corrugated structure and extensive shower spray. It proved
that showering is not all the same, and created new desires. Then came the
Raindance overhead shower with 240 mm diameter, covering even your
shoulders with water. Next we wanted warm, soft raindrops to fall on us
from the large spray discs. Thus Hansgrohe developed the innovative AIR
technology: large pearling water drops are created from water and air,
also giving us the sound of natural rainfall. Wondering how this feels with a
300 mm large plate overhead shower? You can now experience it with the
new Raindance AIR 300 mm.
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Raindance® AIR Plate Overhead Showers

Flow rate Plate Overhead Showers 180, 240, 300

Q=

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

Function is guaranteed from • onwards

l/sec
l/min

Q=

l/sec
l/min

Raindance 180 (without AIR)
Shower arm # 27471, -000

Raindance 180 (without AIR)
Ceiling unit # 27472, -000

Q=

l/sec
l/min

Q=

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

EcoFlow

l/sec
l/min

Raindance AIR 180
Ceiling unit # 27478, -000

Q=

l/sec
l/min

Raindance AIR 180 EcoFlow
Flow dimmer 9,5 l/min,
Shower arm # 27462, -000

Raindance AIR 180
Shower arm # 27468, -000

Q=

l/sec
l/min

Q=

l/sec
l/min

l/sec
l/min

Raindance AIR 300
Ceiling unit # 27494, -000
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Raindance AIR 240
Ceiling unit # 27477, -000

Q=

l/sec
l/min

Raindance AIR 240 EcoFlow
Flow dimmer 9,5 l/min,
Shower arm # 27461, -000

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

Raindance AIR 240
Shower arm # 27474, -000

Q=

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

EcoFlow

Q=

l/sec
l/min

Raindance AIR 300
Shower arm # 27493, -000

Filter seal
Catches dirt (can be rinsed).

Raindance® AIR Plate Overhead Showers

Technical data
Raindance AIR Overhead Shower
180/240/300
Ø 180 mm, Ø 240 mm oder Ø 300 mm:
chromed brass spray disc/housing, AIR
function, Rubit cleaning system

# 27493, -000

# 27494, -000

# 27474, -000

# 27477, -000

# 27468, -000

# 27478, -000
# 27472, -000

# 27476, -000
# 27471, -000

# 27479, -000

chromed brass shower arm Ø 23 mm,
½" with swivel joint, chromed wall
mounting plate with Ø 80 mm escutcheon.
100 mm ceiling connector without swivel
joint Ø 27 mm ½"
All shower arms and ceiling connectors
are equipped with a locking mechanism
to avoid accidental working loose (for
example when cleaning)
Raindance AIR Plate Overhead Shower 300
# 27493, -000 Shower arm 389 mm
# 27494, -000 Ceiling connector 100 mm
Raindance AIR Plate Overhead Shower 240
# 27474, -000 Shower arm 389 mm
# 27477, -000 Ceiling connector 100 mm
Raindance AIR Plate Overhead Shower 180
# 27468, -000 Shower arm 389 mm
# 27476, -000 Shower arm 241 mm
# 27478, -000 Ceiling connector 100 mm
Extension for ceiling connector
# 27479000 to be screwed on individually
Raindance AIR 100 Side shower
# 28477, -000, -800, -810, -880
Ø 100 mm, AIR function, Rubit cleaning
system. Installation flush with the wall.
Spray projects at a 25 degrees angle. Side
shower spins on 360 degree axis to adjust
positioning towards the body.

Flow pressure in bar

# 28477, -000, -800, -810, -880

Q=

l/sec
l/min

Raindance AIR 100 Side shower
# 28477, -000, -800, -810, -880
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Raindance Showerpipe
Becomes an overhead shower with a simple click.
®

Brilliantly simple: The Raindance Showerpipe is an innovative shower system for
exposed installations, allowing you to easily upgrade your shower for Shower
Fun XXL. The Raindance Showerpipe can be installed at any time and simply
replaces the old mixer. It offers you a wide shower spray without the need for
complex concealed installation.
Simply brilliant: Raindance Connect Showerpipe – the fastest connection to a
large rain shower. No time-consuming reconstruction – simply remove the old
hand shower and screw Raindance Connect to the wall. With a simple click, the
hand shower becomes an overhead shower! From a wide and central perch, the
water pours down onto your head and shoulders. Raindance Connect can be
used wherever a hand shower is already installed. With its simple, clean design
it fits into every bathroom!
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Raindance® Showerpipe

Product description
Raindance Connect
Showerpipe 240 mm,
Shower arm 350 mm
#27421, -000
– like # 27164, -000, but with brass
wall mounting plate and chromed
wall escutcheon

Raindance Showerpipe 240 mm
# 27160, -000
Includes:
– thermostat for exposed installation
with shut-off/diverter valve
– integrated hot water stop at 38°C
– water-conducting wall bar with
chromed shower support
– shower hose Isiflex 1.60 m
– Raindance S 100 AIR 3jet hand
shower with 3 spray modes
– Ø 240 mm chromed brass plate
overhead shower
– shower arm with brass wall
mounting plate and chromed wall
escutcheon
– all showers equipped with AIR
function and Rubit cleaning
system

Raindance Connect
Showerpipe 180 mm
EcoFlow, Shower arm 460 mm
#27421, -000
– like # 27164, -000, but with
Ø 180 mm overhead shower with
integrated flow dimmer 9.5 l/min

Raindance Showerpipe 180 mm
EcoFlow
# 27165, -000
– like # 27160, -000, but with
Ø 180 mm overhead shower
– integrated flow dimmer 9.5 l/min
in hand shower and overhead
shower

Raindance Connect
Showerpipe 240 mm,
Shower arm 460 mm
# 27164, -000
– an ideal solution for renovating
your bathroom; suitable for
connecting to any kind of
shower pipe
– Ø 240 mm plate overhead
shower with AIR function,
chromed brass
– 460 mm shower arm, with
brass wall mounting plate and
chromed wall escutcheon
– Rain Connector, connection
unit to switch between hand
shower and overhead shower
– water-conducting wall bar with
chromed shower support
– shower hose Isiflex XXL 1.60 m
– baton hand shower with
integrated coupling
– showers equipped with
anti-limescale system
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Hand shower function

Overhead shower function

C li ck !

Raindance Connect Showerpipe
Simply brilliant: Plug the hand
shower into the Rain Connector
to activate the overhead shower
– without the need to switch
over, the water is automatically
directed through the shower
bar. When detached, the pipe
leading to the overhead shower
drains completely.

Technical data

Flow rate
Function is guaranteed from • onwards

Flow pressure in bar

MPa

# 27160, -000

1

Q = l/min

MPa

Flow pressure in bar

# 27165, -000

1

2

3

Raindance Showerpipe
# 27160, -000, Ø 240 mm
# 27165, -000, Ø 180 mm, EcoFlow Version 9,5 l/min

Q = l/min

MPa

Flow pressure in bar

# 27164, -000 / # 27421, -000

4
5

Q = l/min

5,0

0,45

4,5

0,40

4,0

0,35

3,5

0,30

3,0

4

0,25

2,5

0,20

2,0

0,15

1,5

0,10

5

0,05
0,00

Raindance Connect Showerpipe
# 27164, -000, Ø 240 mm
# 27166, -000, Ø 180 mm
EcoFlow Version 9,5 l/min

# 27421, -000, Ø 240 mm
Short shower arm

Fliessdruck
in in
bar
Flow pressure
bar

MPa
MPa

# 27166, -000
0,50

1,0
0,5

0

3

6

0,0
9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
Q
=
l/min
Q = l/min

1

Rain AIR

2

Whirl AIR

3

Balance AIR

4

Overhead shower

5

Baton hand shower
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Basic Set and Finish Sets Axor and Hansgrohe
®

®

There is one all-purpose solution when it comes to installing concealed fittings:
The ibox universal is the first basic set to be compatible with all functions
applicable in concealed fittings and also matches all finish sets of the Axor and
Hansgrohe mixer lines. Whereas standard and thermostat solutions previously
required four different basic sets, the ibox universal is suitable for six different
functions (½" and ¾" installations). For the overhead showers Rainmaker,
Rainfall and Royale you require the matching concealed thermostat with
increased flow capacity on ibox universal base. Before the introduction of the
ibox universal, one had to decide on a mixer line when installing the basic set.
Today, the technology of the ibox universal leaves all options open – even after
the construction phase. The more expensive working parts can be delivered and
installed afterwards, together with the finish set.

Basic set ¾", spindle
# 15970180
Basic set ½", spindle
# 15973180
Basic set ½", ceramic
# 15974180

Basic set for Trio
# 15981180
Basic set for Quattro
# 15930180

ibox universal
Basic set for concealed
thermostat
# 01800180
Extension 25 mm
# 13595, -000
Rosette extension
# 13596, -000
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Axor ® Starck

Axor ® Starck X

Axor ® Citterio

Axor ® Citterio

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
¾"
# 10930, -000

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
¾"
# 10930, -000

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
with cross handle
¾"
# 39925, -000

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
with lever handle
¾"
# 39920, -000

Shut-off valve
½"/¾"
# 10970, -000

Shut-off valve
½"/¾"
# 10970, -000

Shut-off valve
with cross handle
½"/¾"
# 39965, -000

Shut-off valve
with lever handle
½"/¾"
# 39960, -000

Highflow
Thermostat
½"/¾"
# 10715, -000

Highflow
Thermostat
½"/¾"
# 10717, -000

Highflow
Thermostat
with cross handle
½"/¾"
# 39716, -000

Highflow
Thermostat
with lever handle
½"/¾"
# 39711, -000

Axor ® Carlton

Axor ® Terrano

Axor ® Terrano

Axor ® Carlton

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
with lever handle
¾"
# 17920, -000,
-090, -120, -810

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
with cross handle
¾"
# 37925, -000,
-810

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
with lever handle
¾"
# 37920, -000,
-810

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
with cross handle
¾"
# 17925, -000,
-090, -810

Shut-off valve
with lever handle
½"/¾",
# 17960, -000,
-090, -120, -810

Shut-off valve
with cross handle
½"/¾"
# 37965, -000,
-810

Shut-off valve
with lever handle
½"/¾"
# 37960, -000,
-810

Shut-off valve
with cross handle
½"/¾"
# 17965, -000,
-090, -810

Highflow
Thermostat
½"/¾",
# 17712, -000,
-090, -810

Highflow
Thermostat
½"/¾",
# 37716, -000,
-810

Highflow
Thermostat
½"/¾",
# 37711, -000,
-810

Highflow
Thermostat
½"/¾",
# 17716, -000,
-090, -810

Axor ® Massaud

Axor ® Montreux

Hansgrohe® E

Hansgrohe® S

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
¾"
# 18730, -000

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
¾"
# 16830, -000,
-820, -830

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
¾"
# 15931, -000,
-090, -880

Trio/Quattro
diverter valve
¾"
# 15932, -000,
-880

Shut-off valve
½"/¾",
# 18770, -000

Shut-off valve
½"/¾",
# 16871, -000,
-820, -830

Shut-off valve
½"/¾",
# 15971, -000,
-090, -880

Shut-off valve
½"/¾",
# 15972, -000,
-880

Highflow
Thermostat
½"/¾",
# 18741, -000

Highflow
Thermostat
½"/¾",
# 16815, -000,
-820, -830

Thermostat
½"/¾",
# 159710, -000,
-090, -880
Highflow version
on request

Highflow
Thermostat
½"/¾",
# 15715, -000,
Thermostat
# 15711, -000,
-880

-000 Chrome, -090 Chrome/gold-optic, -120 Chrome/porcelain, -810 Satinox, -820 Brushed Nickel, -830 Polished Nickel, -880 Satin Chrome
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Raindance AIR hand showers
and shower sets
®

XXL
150

Raindance E 150 AIR 3jet
# 28518, -000
# 28551, -000
EcoFlow 9,5 l/min

XXL
150

Raindance E 150 AIR 3jet
Raindance Unica Set
90 cm # 27874, -000
150 cm # 27888, -000 (not shown)

EcoFlow

EcoFlow

XXL
120

XXL
120

Raindance E 120 AIR 3jet
# 28507, -000

Raindance E 120 AIR 3jet
Unica’D Set
90 cm # 27885, -000
65 cm # 27887, -000 (not shown)

XXL
100

Raindance E 100 AIR 3jet
# 28502, -000
Raindance E 100 AIR 1jet
# 28508, -000 (not shown)
Raindance E 100 AIR 3jet
# 28553, -000
EcoFlow 9,5 l/min
EcoFlow
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Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
# 28519, -000, -880
# 28550, -000
EcoFlow 9,5 l/min

Raindance S 120 AIR 3jet
# 28514, -000, -880

Rainbow Set 90 cm with
Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
# 27876, -000

Raindance S 120 AIR 3jet
Unica’S Puro Set
90 cm # 27884, -000
65 cm # 27886, -000 (not shown)

XXL
100

Raindance E 100 AIR 3jet
Unica’D Set
90 cm # 27881, -000
65 cm # 27883, -000 (not shown)

Raindance S 100 AIR 3jet
# 28504, -000, -880
Raindance S 100 AIR 1jet
# 28509, -000, -420,
-800, -810, -880 (not shown)
Raindance S 100 AIR 3jet
# 28552, -000
EcoFlow 9,5 l/min

EcoFlow

Raindance S 100 AIR 3jet
Unica’S Puro Set
90 cm # 27880, -000
65 cm # 27882, -000 (not shown)

Flow rate

Rain AIR

Whirl AIR

Balance AIR

Q = l/min

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

Function is guaranteed from • onwards

Q = l/min

Q = l/min

Q = l/min

Flow pressure in bar

Raindance E 100 AIR 3jet
# 28502, -000

Flow pressure in bar

Raindance E 120 AIR 3jet
# 28507, -000

Flow pressure in bar

Raindance E 150 AIR 3jet
# 28518, -000

Q = l/min

Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
# 28519, -000

Q = l/min

Raindance S 120 AIR 3jet
# 28514, -000

Raindance S 100 AIR 3jet
# 28504, -000

EcoFlow

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

Water-saving Raindance hand showers
Equipped with Ecoflow 9,5 l/min

Q = l/min

EcoFlow

Q = l/min

Raindance E 100 AIR 3jet
# 28553, -000

Raindance E 150 AIR 3jet
# 28551, -000

EcoFlow System
The three-part flow
dimmer maintains a
consistent, pre-defined
flow rate of 9.5 l/min.
Fluctuations in pressure
are automatically
adjusted regardless of
the flow pressure: The
elastic precision O-ring is
pressed into the control
star in relation to the
flow pressure and lets
more or less water pass
accordingly.

Housing

Control star

EcoFlow

Q = l/min

Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
# 28550, -000

Flow pressure in bar

Flow pressure in bar

Precision O-ring
EcoFlow

Q = l/min

Raindance S 100 AIR 3jet
# 28552, -000
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ibox universal
®

The ibox universal is a flexible, noise-proof system ideal for
all types of concealed installation of overhead showers, hand
showers and side showers.

Installation with rotational
symmetry The symmetrical
construction of the ibox
universal makes all connections
equal. It is important that the
cold water is on the right and
the hot water is connected
opposite to it. When using a
shower mixer the top or bottom
connection point can be used.

Simplified rinse out
The supplied rinse block,
which can be fitted in various
positions, makes it possible
to rinse pipes right through,
according to DIN 1988.

A variety of installation
possibilities Co-ordinated
with all current installation
systems, connection variations
and fittings, the ibox universal
offers truly universal installation
options by means of a flexible
adjustment ring, mounting
options on two levels and ¾"
connections.

Safe and economical The universal
basic set comprises the connection
block only. The valuable function
block is supplied later, together
with the finish set, when it is
fitted. This makes expensive
warehousing unnecessary and
prevents problems like theft, dirt or
frost occurring during the building
phase.

Completely sealed Rubber seals
on all four connection points
and a splash-resistant sealing
collar keep the brickwork dry
on all sides.

Everything included Concealed
single lever bath mixer with
integrated safety combination
for bath spout, with overflow
and waste system (Exafill).
Hansgrohe’s unique, integrated
safety combination means it is
not necessary to use an external
pipe interrupter (EN 1717), which
reduces installation costs and
maintenance expenses.

Soundproof The brass body
of the ibox universal rests on
seals, so that the sound of
water-conducting parts cannot
be transferred through the wall.
Screwing the supporting collar to
the ibox universal housing - and
not to the function block - prevents
sound being transferred through
to the tiles.
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ibox universal
# 01800180

imodul

®

Completely pre-assembled and ready for use, the imodul is
the ideal basis for the concealed installation of all parts of
the Raindance shower families: Concealed thermostat on ibox
universal base, ¾" Quattro shut-off and converter valve.

Whether on or in the wall, or in an installation mounted onto the
wall – all you have to do with the imodul before tiling is to connect
hot and cold water. After tiling, just mount the ibox universal’s
ready-to-use thermostat unit and the chosen shower family, and
your high-quality personalised shower cabin is ready – all with a
minimum of installation work.

imodul
# 13615180
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Pontos AquaCycle
Reduce operating costs by recycling shower water
®

Water is a precious commodity that is becoming increasingly expensive. It is
therefore worthwhile to invest in water-saving technology for a family home or
for larger apartment and office complexes. The AquaCycle from Pontos offers
a solution that makes sense both ecologically and economically. The concept:
water from the shower, bathroom and hand basin is recycled and used a second
time for toilet, washing machine, cleaning or watering. The AquaCycle received
the 2005 Innovation Award for Architecture and Engineering.

Shower and bath water

Clear water

1. Pre-filtration
Sediments are washed away into the main
wastewater drain. Larger particles like hair
and textile fragments are filtered out.
The filter is then automatically flushed.
2. Dual biological treatment
The dirt particles in the water are
decomposed by bio-cultures in the pre
and main recycling chambers. The water
is pumped on in three hour intervals.
3. Sediment disposal
The organic sediments which are produced
during the recycling process are regularly
sucked out from the chambers and diverted
into the wastewater drain.

H2O
Recycling with AquaCycle®

Custom solution for your water recycling
The AquaCycle product range can be adapted to individual
requirements and water consumption and is suitable for detached
family homes as well as industrial buildings. There is a particularly
high potential for saving water in apartment blocks, sports facilities
and office buildings that provide showers. The AquaCycle has a
water treatment capacity of 600 – 10,000 l/day; larger systems are
available on request. Custom-made pressure increasing systems are
included with delivery; rainwater feed is available as an additional
fitting.
For more information, visit www.pontos-aquacycle.com
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4. UV-sterilisation
On the way to the clear water storage
chamber, the water flows through a UV-light
lamp which disinfects it. The high quality
of the water now conforms with the EU
Directive for Recreational Water.
5. Automatic freshwater feed on demand
Should the supply in the storage unit drop
below a certain level, freshwater will
automatically be fed to ensure that there
is always sufficient water.

5.
1.

4.

2.

2.

3.

3.
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A new model for overhead showers has
been created: Raindance AIR overhead
showers combine the desire for large
dimensions and original shower pleasure, at
the same time making your bathroom even
more convenient and functional.

This technical manual answers all your
questions regarding planning and
installation. The Raindance AIR overhead
showers are presented along with their
design, functionality and technical data.
A useful addition: you can download
further technical product information
at www.hansgrohe.com.
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What are the new basic technical
specifications? What needs to be considered
during planning and installation? For
example, what changes do higher
throughflow and drain capacities require?
How do Raindance AIR overhead showers
go together with basic sets and finish sets?

